A. VARIOUS APPROACHES TO A STUDY OF SIN IN THE PAULINE WRITINGS

When looking for an understanding of sin or a Pauline concept or consciousness of sin, several approaches are possible. One can begin with a study of the usages of the term *hamartia* and of other terms for sin in the Pauline Writings and continue with an extensive study of all passages which contain these terms. Or one can begin with a study of the passages which contain the well-known Pauline catalogues and lists of sins and vices (Rom. 1, 29–31; 1 Cor. 5, 10f.; 6, 9f.; 2 Cor. 12, 20; Gal. 5, 19–21; Eph. 5, 3; Col. 3, 5–8; 1 Tim. 1, 9; Tit. 3, 3; 2 Tim. 3, 2–5). The warning against the "works of the flesh", that those who commit them "shall not attain heaven" (Gal. 5, 19–22), "will not possess the Kingdom of God" (1 Cor. 6, 9–10), could lead one to speak of so-called "serious" or "mortal" sins in the Pauline Writings, as did the Council of Trent. Such a point of view, however, presents two dangers.

One danger consists in studying the Pauline Writings and other books of the Bible in order to find supporting evidence or "proofs" for the theological teaching on mortal and venial sin. These concepts are not to be found in the Bible, and an anachronistic viewpoint which studies the texts of the Scriptures in order to find the "beginnings" or a germinal form of the later theological teaching on the distinction between lighter and more serious, venial and mortal sins, can already prejudice the interpretation of what is actually written in the Bible.

The anachronistic approach to the Scriptures which expects to discover in them a less developed, but nevertheless a germ form of the teaching on mortal and venial sin,
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presents a second danger, when one applies the criteria for the moral-theological
distinction between mortal and venial sin, for example, the criterion of the reatus
poenae or punishment for sin, to the texts of the Bible. This approach would be as
follows: Moral theology teaches that one criterion for the distinction between mortal
and venial sin is the punishment for sin, the reatus poenae. A sin that is punished with
the loss of salvation and eternal damnation is a mortal sin; a sin that is punished with
a temporal punishment is a venial sin. In the Pauline Writings there is mention of sins
which are punished with eternal damnation, for the sinners “will not possess the
Kingdom of God” (1 Cor. 6, 9-10), “shall not attain heaven” (Gal. 5, 19-22).
Therefore, Saint Paul speaks of what is actually mortal sin. Although the terminology
“mortal” and “venial” is unknown to him, at least the content of these concepts is
present in his writings.

It is at least questionable, whether such an approach to the Bible in general and to
the Pauline Writings in particular is methodologically legitimate, for the a priori of
the later theological distinction between mortal and venial sin as the point of
departure for studying sin in the Scriptures already prejudices the interpretation of the
texts to be studied.

A second reason for not taking the catalogues of sins and vices as a point of
departure for the study of the concept of sin in the Pauline Writings is the nature of
the usage of the term hamartia in these passages. The Pauline usage of the term
hamartia, one of the principal terms for sin in the New Testament, is not restricted to
a usage which refers only to single sinful actions, as is the case in the Pauline
catalogues or lists of vices and sins. Hamartia is also used to refer to sin as a personal
power and, in connection with some usages of the term sarx (‘flesh’), to refer to a way
of life or a basic, fundamental attitude towards God, salvation and faith, which is
sinful. It is not the usages of the term hamartia for single sinful actions which are
primary in the Pauline Writings, but these lists of single sinful actions are regarded by
Paul as proceeding from a fundamental, interior disposition of a life “according to the
flesh”, as the source of the “works of the flesh”.

For these reasons, the “works of the flesh” or the catalogues of sins and vices will
not form the point of departure for a consideration of the understanding of sin in the
Pauline Writings. Rather, certain principal themes in all of the Pauline Writings, such as
hamartia (‘sin’), sarx (‘flesh’), on the one hand, and pneuma (‘spirit’), on the other
hand, will be briefly reviewed as they occur in the main epistles and according to the
present-day understanding of these terms in the field of exegesis. The lists and
catalogues of sins and vices will then be seen in connection with these fundamental
Pauline themes as: a) Actions which are consequent to the condition and life of pre-
Christian man, who lives solely and exclusively “in” and “according to the flesh”, who
lives in pre-pneumatic times, without the gift of the Spirit of God. This condition of
pre-Christian man expressed itself with the Jews in the sins provoked by the Law and
with the Pagans in their immoral excesses. b) Actions consequent to the life of post-
Christian man who chooses to live without the Spirit (pneuma), as if the salvific
redemption of Christ had never taken place. c) Actions consequent to the lives of those
redeemed by Christ, who through faith and baptism have accepted this redemption
and work of salvation, yet succumb to the demands and desires of their sarx (‘flesh’),
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who choose to act (= live, walk = peripatein) "according to the flesh" (kata sarka) and not according to the Spirit of God, as has been made possible through the death and resurrection of Christ, to be freely accepted through faith and baptism.

In brief, all the sins of pre-Christian man, Jew and Gentile alike, and all the sins of post-Christian man, of the non-believer and of the believer alike, are seen in the Pauline theology as the result of the personified power of "sin" (hamartia) which has its foothold in the sarx of all men and which, although overcome by Christ’s victory on the cross, can still lead man, even the redeemed and baptized believer, into sin through a freely-chosen life "according to the flesh" (kata sarka).

B. THE TERM HAMARTIA IN THE PAULINE WRITINGS

According to G. Stählin, the term hamartia is employed in three principal ways in the New Testament: a) to mean a single sinful action; b) as a characteristic of human nature; c) as a personal power. In the Pauline Writings, the use of the term hamartia to mean a single sinful action is usually a quotation taken over from the Old Testament, for example, in Romans 4, 7-8; Galatians 1, 4; Colossians 1, 14. Examples of hamartia to mean an “anti-godly characteristic of sinful human nature” are: Romans 3, 20; 5, 13. 20; 6, 1; etc.). Hamartia as a demonical personal power is especially clear in the Epistle to the Romans, chapters five to seven.

Paul uses the term hamartia to indicate single sinful actions, but in the background of the Pauline theology stands the teaching of the sinful condition of man and mankind, beginning with the sin of Adam. Sin is therefore secondly the sinful condition of man and mankind (without yet referring to “original sin”). Thirdly, sin in the Pauline theology refers to a cosmic power which entered the human race through the sin of Adam and which exercises its power over man through the weakness of the “flesh” (sarx).

1. The first usage of the term hamartia. The first of these three usages of the term hamartia — to refer to single sinful actions — is dependent upon the other two usages of the term. The lists of sins and vices which the Pauline theology uses to describe the sins of the Pagans, of the Jews and of various Christian communities, are all considered to be effects, results and manifestations of the sinful condition of man and mankind.
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(second usage of hamartia), as a result of the domination of man by the power of sin (third usage of hamartia).

2. The second usage of the term hamartia. The second usage of hamartia in the Pauline Writings — to refer to the sinful condition of man and mankind — needs to be distinguished: a) to refer to the nature of man, to his natural earthly condition as man, since the sin of Adam and until the coming of Christ, and b) in the later development of theological reflexion, this natural condition of man, made sinful through the sin of Adam, is referred to as the point of departure for the doctrine of "original sin".

a) The use of the term hamartia to refer to the sinful nature of man refers to the fact that man is in the condition of the sarx, of the flesh, and is determined by the power of sin (hamartia) through his sarx. This is the condition of all men in the pre-Christian epoch, Pagans and Jews alike, as well as the condition of post-Christian man who chooses to remain in this condition, in that he rejects Christ. It is also the condition of all Christians who return to or fall back into a life "according to the flesh" (kata sarka). Sin manifests itself in this condition as the "will to dispose of oneself for oneself and by oneself", even and especially in opposition to the will of God. The sin which manifests itself in this condition of man is the desire to determine for oneself what is good and evil, the determination to follow one's own will as the sole criterion for one's actions, in opposition to the will of God. And one's own will is influenced by the power of sin through the sarx. In this sense of being a law unto oneself, this sinful condition is connected to the sin of Adam, seen as disobedience to the will of God and desire to rule over oneself in opposition to the will of God.

b) The universality of sin's domination over all men as an aspect of the sinful condition of man, seen, as Paul's anthropology views man and mankind, under the aspect of Heilsgeschichte ('history of salvation'), has also been regarded by latter theologians as the foundation for the doctrine of "original sin". The Pauline theology considers all men since the time of the sin of Adam to be under the domination of sin and, therefore, worthy only of the wrath of God and unable to free
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9. "So ist die Sünde wesentlich darin zu sehen, dass der Mensch nicht mehr von Gott abhängig, sondern sein eigenes Lebensprinzip sein will, weil er nicht mehr anerkennt, dass er das, was er ist, von Gott ist und nicht von sich aus."": J. B. BAUER, art. cit., p. 1308.


themselves from the slavery to sin. From the point of view of the "history of salvation", the universality of sin's domination begins with Adam and continues in his descendants. Adam sinned, as did his descendants, beginning with his son, Cain, and continuing with following generations, to be punished with the deluge, the flood.

A new beginning and a new alliance are made with Noah and his family. But Noah's generation sins, symbolized by the Tower of Babel, and is punished with its destruction. A new beginning is made with the new covenant with Abraham, but the descendants of Abraham sin, and when promised release from their slavery in Egypt, prefer to remain in the security of their life of slavery. God nevertheless sends his chosen people a leader in Moses, who leads them into the freedom of the Promised Land, to make again a new beginning. But already underway to the Promised Land, the people murmur in the desert.

This cycle of election and alliance, sin of the people, wrath and punishment of God and new beginning with a new alliance and new promises, is the familiar form of the deuteronomic narration of salvation history. Paul makes use of this concept of salvation history to emphasize the sinful condition of mankind since the time of Adam and the universality of sin's domination, which is to end with the coming of and redemption by the Second Adam, who is Christ. The sins of mankind are seen as a continuous progression throughout salvation history which culminate in a total hardness of heart and refusal to hear Jesus in "this sinful and adulterous generation" (Matt. 12, 39; 16, 4; Mark 8, 38), which is the same as "this eon" (1 Cor. 1, 20; 2, 6-8; 3, 18; 2 Cor. 4, 4; Rom. 12, 2; etc.), which is the same as "this world" (1 Cor. 3, 19; 5, 10; 7, 31; Eph. 2, 2), in the same sense as Saint John uses the word as "une collectivité qui fait bloc dans son hostilité à Dieu".

3. The third usage of the term hamartia. The third Pauline usage of hamartia, as a cosmic, personal power which dominates man through the sarx, is a usage of the singular form of hamartia to refer to sin as a principle or force. This power, however, is not to be confused with Satan himself, for hamartia as a power of sin is in man's interior. This power of sin is not identical with the "flesh" of man (sarx), but the "fleshy" (fleischlich) condition of man is determined by sin, which has its foothold and bridgehead in man through the sarx. In speaking of the "sinful condition of man" and the "condition of man in the sarx" in Pauline theology, however, the two come to mean the same thing: that sinful condition of man and mankind, that manner of living
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"according to the flesh" (katasarka) which existed from the first sin of Adam until the coming and work of redemption of the Redeemer, and which still continues to exist in that milieu, in those men who, although included in the universality of redeemed mankind, subjectively and freely choose to continue to live in the sinful condition "according to the flesh" and thereby reject Christ, his message, his promises and his work of salvation.

C. THE TERM SARX IN THE PAULINE WRITINGS

1. Introduction.

Most authors (X. Léon-Dufour, St. Lyonnet, O. Kuss, A. Sand, J. Schmid, E. Schweizer) distinguish between: a) usages of the term sarx which are based on Old Testament usages of the term, or which can be easily seen to be further terminological developments of these usages and b) those usages of the term which can be considered to be "specifically Pauline".

In a recent work, Egon Brandenburger presents the thesis that this second category of usages, thought to be specifically Pauline developments of the term, are not to be attributed to the originality of the author of the Pauline Writings, but to a school of theological thought, found in late Judaic literature and in extra-canonical writings (for example, Philo of Alexandria) which he calls the school of “dualistic wisdom” (dualistische Weisheit). This new thesis of Brandenburger, however, is concerned with the origins of this second category of Pauline usages of the term sarx, but does not alter the fact of their existence in the Pauline Writings. Therefore, the larger, general division of the usages of the term sarx in the Pauline Writings into: a) those usages based on Old Testament usages of the term and b) usages which are considered “specifically Pauline” and Christian will be maintained for the purposes of this short study.

2. Usages of the term sarx found in the Old Testament and in the Pauline Writings.

a) The term sarx can be used in a neutral, but never negative or pejorative sense to mean "simply the substance flesh", but always in reference to "life-


20. "La Bible... ne considère jamais la chair comme intrinsèquement mauvaise.": X. LÉON-DUFOUR, art. cit., col. 113.

bearing flesh", but not dead flesh, for example, in regard to the varieties of living flesh in man and different animals (1 Cor. 15, 39); in regard to the circumcision of the flesh (Rom. 2, 28; Gal. 6, 12, 13; Phil. 3, 3-4); in regard to marriage: "The two shall become one flesh" (1 Cor. 6, 16b). The Old Testament expression "all flesh" is also used by Paul (Rom. 3, 20; Gal. 2, 16; 1 Cor. 1, 29).

The term "flesh" as used in the Old Testament and Pauline Writings can also mean the "body", "the whole man", or the "bodily existence", the terrestrial condition of the creature man and his human person, including all of his spiritual capacities and capabilities. These usages of the term "flesh" are found throughout the Old and New Testaments. In the Pauline Writings, the term sarx is not dualistically opposed to "soul" or "spirit" in the sense of matter to form, but is used to describe the totality of man and his person in his terrestrial condition. According to this usage of the term, man as "flesh" is a creature of God and therefore good, but also weak and not self-sufficient, especially regarding his own salvation.

Examples of this are: Paul in the weakness of the flesh (Gal. 4, 13); the thorn in the flesh (2 Cor. 12, 7b); the fact that the flesh passes away, must die (2 Cor. 4, 7-12, 16; 11, 23-33; 4, 11). Another nuance of this usage of the term "flesh" is the Old Testament formula "flesh and blood" (sarx kai haima), used to emphasize the...
nothingness and weakness, the "only-human"-ness of man, for example, in 1 Corinthians 15, 50 and in Galatians 1, 16.  

b) Sarx is also used in the Old Testament and by Paul to mean the worldly sphere as opposed to the heavenly, not in the sense of sinful, but in the sense of limited and temporary, determined by the relations of generations. In this usage of the term as well, the sarx is in no way negatively judged, but used neutrally, in the sense that salvation does not and can not come from the sarx, that the sarx is not the decisive element in human existence.  

Examples of this usage are: "Israel according to the flesh" (kata sarka: 1 Cor. 10, 18); "our father Abraham according to the flesh" (Rom. 4, 1); "children of the flesh" (Rom. 9, 3); the texts: Galatians 4, 23–29; Romans 1, 14; 9, 8. Another nuance of this usage of the term are the texts which speak of the cares and worries of fleshy existence, meaning the cares and worries of the whole man, not just of the body: unrest, anxieties and troubles (2 Cor. 7, 5); the "tribulations of the flesh" of married people (1 Cor. 7, 28); etc.

c) These two usages of the term sarx (a and b) are also included when the term is used in regard to the fact that Jesus Christ, the Son of God became flesh (Rom. 1, 3; 9, 5b), that the believers and Paul himself live "in the flesh" (en sarki: Gal. 2, 20; Col. 2, 1), but are not to live "according to the flesh" (kata sarka: 2 Cor. 10, 3).

3. The "specific Pauline usage" of the term sarx.  

a) The sinful condition of the "old man". Paul knows of these usages of the term sarx in the Old Testament and Jewish tradition and also uses sarx himself in these
senses, as indicated above. A new element is to be found in other Pauline usages of the term *sarx*, in his use of the word to mean “the sinful condition of man”. By “the sinful condition of man” Paul means firstly: that epoch of salvation history from the first sin of Adam to the coming of Christ, including the origins, the time of the patriarchs and the time of Moses and the Law, which in Pauline theology not only left the Jews under the domination of sin, but also provoked sin and was intended to reveal through its imperfection and weakness the need for the Messias and the necessity of redemption. The sinful condition of man refers not only to the Jews and their sinfulness in relying on the self-sufficiency of the Law and in their idolatry, but also to the Pagans, whose lack of recognition of the one true God through the natural powers given them, faced the consequences of their sinfulness in the sins of immorality.

Secondly, the “sinful condition of man” refers to the post-Christian man who, although given the opportunity and possibility to live in the Spirit, as a result of Christ’s work of redemption of all mankind on the cross, nevertheless chooses to remain in a way of life which is characterized by the sinful condition of man from the time of the sin of Adam until the coming of Christ.

b) *Sarx and Spirit.* Paul’s point of departure being the fact of the cross and the redemption from the power of sin which has its foothold in the *sarx* of man and the consequent gift of the Spirit to those who believe and are baptized, the *sarx* then takes on the aspect of being an anti-godly attitude in man and an enemy power of the Spirit (*pneuma*).

The “Spirit” (*to pneuma*) in the Pauline Writings means first and foremost that eschatological gift of God in which the baptized believer lives and which also lives in him, determining his whole life under every aspect, especially ethically. Spirit is as
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54. O. Kuss terms this relationship “Inexistenz”: *ibid.*, p. 563.
such the “source and power of the divine wonder, which the believer understands to be himself, and is thereby at the same time the guarantee, indeed the beginning of the coming completion”. 56 The pneuma is possessed by every baptized believer, it transforms the believer and is the foundation for a new life; it “penetrates, fulfills and moves him”, 57 is the norm for a new way of living (peripatein) and manifests itself in actions corresponding to the Spirit of God (Gal. 5, 22-23). 58 The baptized believer is not controlled as a marionette by the two “powers”, pneuma and sarx. But, through the power of the Spirit of the new order he is freed from the slavery to sin through the sarx, which can now have power over him only insofar as he chooses to let sin have power over him through his free choice of a life “according to the flesh” (kata sarka). On the other hand, in his freedom given him by the Spirit, the Christian now has the possibility to confirm the choice he made upon believing and being baptized into the Spirit of Christ by constantly choosing to live “in” and “according to” the Spirit. The Spirit gives life (zoē) now (Rom. 8, 10; 6, 4. 11. 13) and is at the same time a promise of future eternal life (2 Cor. 3, 6), finds its completion in the future (Gal. 6, 8; Rom. 1, 17; 2, 7; 5, 17. 18. 21). 59 The life “in” and “according to” the Spirit of Christ, in the possession of that same Spirit which rose up Christ from the dead (Rom. 8, 11a) represents and is the “new order”, as the sarx and the life “according to the flesh” is and represents the “old order”, the order of the “old (sinful) man”, the man of pre-Christian times, a slave to sin through the sarx under the Law (nomos), unable to free himself from his slavery. 60

From a comparison with the pneuma and life in the Spirit, Paul considers all those human beings before the time of Christ and those who, even after redemption from the power of sin, live without Christ, as if the redemption had never taken place, as determined by and under the power and domination of sin through the sarx. 61 Sarx becomes an anti-godly power which strives to keep man under its domination and to regain the redeemed, baptized believer into the realm of its domination. 62

Christ has definitively overcome the flesh and sin on the cross for all of mankind and offers the individual the possibility, in his freed condition from the power of sin and flesh, to believe and be baptized and to order his life according to the Spirit (Rom. 8, 9; Gal. 5, 24). But even the redeemed Christian who believes and has been baptized in Christ and with Christ has crucified his own flesh, has died to sin and arisen to new life in the Spirit, has in his freedom the possibility of once again following the demands, call and will of the flesh, in which he still lives, and to cease to live according to the Spirit by returning to a life according to the flesh. 63

56. Ibid.
57. Ibid., p. 561.
58. Ibid., p. 568.
59. Ibid., pp. 561-562.
60. Ibid., pp. 562-564.
c) To live "according to the flesh" (kata sarka). To live "according to the flesh" means first of all to place one's total confidence in the sarka, in the simply human. The sinfulness of this usage of the term "flesh" lies not in the bodily and spiritual-intellectual functions of the sarka, which are in themselves neutral, but in placing one's total confidence, dependence and life's meaning in the strictly human side of human life. The neutral area and region of the sarka, which can well be used positively for good in union with the power of the Spirit, becomes a norm of action and a way of life, to the point where man becomes a criterion to himself. Man judges himself and his actions exclusively by the norm of the sarka, that is, according to the capacities of human, terrestrial, physical and spiritual-intellectual powers. To live kata sarka or to "walk in the flesh" (en sarki peripatein) means simply: to exist on the earth, in the corporality of man. When man directs his thoughts exclusively to the human and measures and judges all things, even Christ, by the standards of human nature, he lives kata sarka and ignores the will of God for himself.

The life kata sarka is not to be seen in a single action or in a series of individual sins and decisions but, seen in the light of the Spirit and the redemption of mankind by Christ and the consequent possibility for the individual to make the decision to live either according to the Spirit of God or according to the flesh, is to be considered a decision which determines the whole tenor and direction of one's life. Confronted with the fact of the redemption of mankind by Christ, the individual must decide according to which criterion he is to order his life: according to the Spirit through faith and baptism into new life (Rom. 8, 4; 8, 12. 13), or according to the simply human and, in light of the confrontation with the possibility of life in the Spirit, according to the anti-godly and anti-Christian sarka. This is the fundamental decision for life, which must be constantly renewed in everyday living and upon which depend all other individual decisions.

d) To live or walk according to the flesh or according to the Spirit. The difference in these two manners of living or walking (peripatein) either according to the old order, as the old man in Old Testament times did, according to the old Adam, or according to the new order, introduced by Christ, according to the "new man",
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66. It is a "bewusste, geistige Ausrichtung des Lebens auf die rein irdische Sphäre": E. SCHWEIZER, ibid., p. 131.


redeemed, believing and baptized in Christ according to the Spirit of Christ, can best be seen in a series of texts taken from the Epistle to the Galatians.

In Galatians 5, 13 Paul warns the Galatians not to misuse their new freedom, in choosing to live "according to the flesh" (kata sarka) but to serve each other in love. "Flesh" here refers to "the old sinful man" 69 of the old order, the former con, in his self-righteousness regarding the Law, as compared to the demands of the New Law to serve and love one's neighbor. 70

In Galatians 5, 17 Paul tells his readers to walk in the Spirit and not fulfill the lusts of the flesh, which means: not to fulfill, not to live in the behavior of sinful man. 71 "For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh." Paul emphasizes that living according to the Spirit or according to the flesh are two mutually exclusive ways of life, that the Christian who returns to a life kata sarka returns to the state of man before the coming of Christ. 72

In Galatians 5, 19 Paul speaks of the "works of the flesh" (ta erga tes sarkos). Paul's catalogues of sins and vices are seen as results of the interior attitude of the whole man, resulting from his constant decision to live "according to the flesh", to live as the sinful man of pre-Christian times. He who does the "works of the flesh" lives as though Christ had not come. And he who with the knowledge of Christ's work of salvation, as a Christian, does the "works of the flesh" is in great danger of falling back into the sinful state of pre-Christian man... of his own free will. 73

In Galatians 5, 24 Paul reminds believers that, belonging to Jesus, they "have crucified their flesh with its passions and desires". Here again, "flesh" refers to the old man, the man without the Spirit. 74

"For he who sows in the flesh, from the flesh also will reap corruption. But he who sows in the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap life everlasting." (Gal. 6, 8) 75
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69. "'der alte sündige Mensch'": A. Sand, op. cit., p. 209.
71. "Das 'Begehren, Verlangen' wird durch den Gen. sarkos negativ gewertet. Paulus meint das umfassende Verhalten des sündigen Menschen, der sich gegen das Pneuma und für die Sünde und den Tod entscheidet... Vielmehr spricht Paulus von dem ganzen Menschen, der jetzt in die Freiheit von Sünde und Tod versetzt ist, den er aber warnt vor der 'Möglichkeit', diese Freiheit zu missbrauchen und wieder der Herrschaft der Sünde zu verfallen... Erst wenn der Glaubende immer 'im Pneuma' wandelt und sich in seinem Sein vom Pneuma bestimmen lässt kann er das Begehren des 'Fleisches', des alten sündigen Menschen überwinden.": Ibid., p. 211.
72. Ibid., p. 213.
73. According to Sand, this text concerns not so much the individual sins and vices as it does: 'den Menschen... der — obwohl er 'im Pneuma wandelt' — noch weltlichen Versuchungen ausgeliefert ist, der bedroht ist, die Macht der Sünde in sich wieder aufleben zu lassen. Die Werke des 'Fleisches' sind demnach als Werke des alten, sündigen Menschen zu verstehen, dessen also, der nur 'Fleisch' ist, sündiger Mensch.": Ibid., p. 214.
74. "'Fleisch' bezeichnet also nicht den natürlichen Menschen, noch weniger einen Teil des Menschen, sondern das 'Fleisch' ist der Mensch ohne das Pneuma, der Mensch in seiner gegen Gott gerichteten Existenz.": Ibid., p. 215.
75. A. Sand explains: "Das 'Fleisch' kennzeichnet also das Sein und Verhalten eines Menschen, dessen Sinnen Feindschaft gegen Gott ist (Röm 8, 7), dessen 'Säen' ein Wandel auf den Tod hin, auf das (e-wige) Verderben hin ist.": Ibid., p. 216.
D. SARX AND SIN: SUMMARY

Paul uses the term *sarx* in many neutral ways, in many Old Testament usages of the term. The term begins to take on a negative nuance when used to describe "this age", seen in relation to the promise of the new age, begun with the redemption and the life in the Spirit. Fully in the sense of Old Testament usages, the *sarx* is not sinful in itself, when used as a description of human existence, of the human condition. But sin enters in when man builds his life exclusively upon the *sarx*, upon the simply human, on human wisdom, human capacities, and places his total confidence and trust in the earthly, the humanly possible, at the same time forgetting God and his promises.

If the *sarx* as the norm for human life in the age before Christ’s coming and work of salvation already begins to take on negative character, the sinfulness of living “according to the flesh” after Christ’s coming and redemption becomes inexcusable. Man and mankind of the pre-Christian era had no choice, were slaves to the power of sin through the foothold of sin in man in his *sarx*, manifested in man’s spiritual powers in a life *kata sarka* in regard to the Law, and manifested in man’s bodily functions by a life *kata sarka* in the immorality of the Pagans. The man who lives in the new era since Christ’s coming and redemption is confronted with the fact of the redemptive, salvific work of Christ and with the consequent freedom from the slavery to the power of sin and with the possibility now to direct and order his life according to the Spirit. He is, therefore, confronted with the decision to accept the redemption of Christ, to believe and be baptized and to live in the hope of the promises of God, in the Spirit, or to continue to live under the power of sin in a freely chosen life *kata sarka*.

The man who since the coming of Christ lives “according to the flesh” is fully responsible for his choice. In choosing to live according to the *sarx*, he directs his entire life according to the criterion of the *sarx* and remains enslaved under the power of sin. In doing this, he lives as pre-Christian man lived, but as a result of his own free decision and with the responsibility for his choice. In effect, this choice to remain in a life *kata sarka* is a denial of the existence, life and work of salvation of Christ, of his death for all on the cross and of his victory over sin and the promise and possibility of new life in the Spirit through faith and baptism. In effect, it is the great sin of *superbia* of the Old Testament in a graver form. It is the denial of man’s creatureliness, of his dependence on God, as well as the desire for complete human independence from God and reliance on self in a believed self-sufficiency, in New Testament times carried to the point of the denial of man’s need for redemption and of the fact of redemption through Christ. It is, finally, the denial and rejection of Christ as the Messias and Son of God and, in the end, the denial of the existence of God himself. For, in making man and the human the principal and total criterion of life, man makes himself independent and subject to no one but himself, makes himself his own criterion, makes himself to God. And this is the capital sin according to Saint Paul: the non-recognition or refusal to recognize the true God, in the Old Testament, concretely, in the sin of idolatry, in the New Testament, in the refusal of the Messias. 76